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Pause video[image: Student researcher working in the wind tunnel]
UW-Milwaukee Engineers
Changing the world and launching great futures.
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Tight-Knit Community. Unparalleled Location. Impressive Outcomes.




UWM’s College of Engineering & Applied Science leverages top research university credentials with Wisconsin’s career-building location and brings together a close-knit, supportive community of engineering and computer science students and faculty. Strong industry partnerships, dynamic research opportunities and a rich and rigorous academic foundation are a few of the reasons our students are sought out in their fields.




Why Choose the College of Engineering & Applied Science?




Everything at UWM felt so tailored to my personal and educational success and the campus felt like a second home. 
College of Engineering & Applied Science Student






[image: Students and faculty on plaza]Supportive Faculty and Staff



One of America’s Top146Research Universities



[image: Ameralys outside Harley-Davidson]98%launch careers or continue their education at graduation












[image: ]“My internship at Harley-Davidson’s Product Development Center has been amazing. I would have never believed that I would land my first real engineering job before my sophomore year.”

—Ameralys, Materials Science and Engineering major






98% of our graduates launch their careers or continue their education upon graduation.*




Whether a summer internship or co-op during the academic year or undergraduate research with top faculty, hands-on, career-building experiences outside of the classroom assure our engineering and computer science students are well prepared when they graduate. Our dedicated career services department and two engineering and computer science career fairs a year help facilitate great outcomes.




*2022 First Destination Survey Graduate Outcomes survey for the College of Engineering & Applied Science (undergraduate and graduate).










Hear From Our Students














Engineering and Computer Science Programs That Stand Out




[image: Ethan Munson, Satya Nadella, Brett Peters]Microsoft CEO and Alum, Satya Nadella (center), with college leaders. Learn about $2M gift to UWM.


Almost $1,000,000in Scholarships Awarded Annually



[image: Emily Gerstein]11Employment Offers at Graduation


[image: student, professor in biomedical engineering lab]Work With Top Faculty 


[image: Students and faculty at virtual reality halotable] State-of-the-Art Labs






 






[image: UWM College of Engineering & Applied Science alum Satya and Anu Nadella]“UWM has been deeply impactful in my life,” Satya says, “and I will be forever grateful to the professors and computer science department that instilled in me both the technical education and the confidence to apply that knowledge to tackling the biggest and hardest problems in computer science. I still carry the lessons learned at UWM with me, and Anu and I are honored to contribute to expanding that same opportunity I had to a broader group of students.” (Photo courtesy of the Nadellas)






Microsoft CEO and UWM Alum Satya Nadella and His Wife Anu Donated $2M to UWM to Support Diversity in Tech




Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella (’90 MS Computer Science) and his wife Anu donated $2 million to the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in June 2021 to create the Fund for Diversity in Tech Education at UWM. The fund supports efforts to recruit, retain and graduate undergrads from marginalized and underserved communities, preparing them with the skills to pursue careers in computer science, data science and information technology.




Learn more.




(Homepage photo: Associate Dean Ethan Munson, Satya Nadella and Dean Brett Peters)













[image: Emily Gerstein]“Working as a research assistant was one of my favorite things about my UWM experience. It opened the door to a competitive National Science Foundation (NSF) research appointment, and ultimately, 11 job offers across the country.”
—Emily, Materials Science and Engineering major






98% of Engineering and Computer Science Undergrads Land a Job or Commit to Graduate School Before Graduation.* 




We encourage our students to get involved in resume-building experiences outside the classroom, whether participating in one of the more than 30 student organizations for engineers and computer scientists, taking on an internship or co-op or working with top faculty on research, even as an undergraduate.




*2022 First Destination Survey Graduate Outcomes survey for the College of Engineering & Applied Science (undergraduate and graduate).























[image: ]Biomedical Engineering Professor Misra works with a student.






Work with top faculty, even as an undergraduate, as they research ways to improve people’s lives. Areas of focus include assistive robotics that improve rehabilitation, safer and smarter infrastructure, green energy technologies, cleaner water and advanced manufacturing. 













70Faculty



13Majors



7Departments



2,000Undergraduate & Graduate Students











College of Engineering & Applied Science Virtual Tour




Look inside our labs and classrooms.




Discover many of the one-of-a-kind spaces and technologies that you’d expect at Southeast Wisconsin’s only R1 Top Research University, just five minutes from Lake Michigan and 10 minutes from downtown. 






Take a Virtual Tour of Campus
[image: ]


















News



	[image: UWM donors and alums]Gift from Dennis and Susan Webb supports engineering graduate studentsMarch 28, 2024Alums Dennis and Susan Webb (’71 BS Materials Engineering and ’74 BA Art History, respectively) have made a generous gift that will provide financial support … 


	[image: man speaking to the camera]Tabatabai interviewed by media about bridge collapseMarch 27, 2024Two media outlets featured comments from Habib Tabatabai, professor in civil and environmental engineering, in their reporting of the collapse of the Baltimore bridge on … 


	[image: two women and one man working]Engineers Week 2024 brought students together to eat, play and bondMarch 14, 2024Students participating in the College’s Engineers Week, held Feb. 19-28, came together to celebrate innovation and socialize. They built marble runs with plastic tubing, used … 


	[image: three men, standing and looking at the camera.]Engineering research featured in the UWM Research Foundation 2023 Annual ReportMarch 5, 2024The research and intellectual property of several faculty members from the College were among those highlighted in the UWM Research Foundation 2023 Annual Report, which … 
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Events



	Apr5
Engineering and Computer Science Undergraduate Information Session
April 5, 2024, 11:30am - 12:30pm


	Apr12
Engineering and Computer Science Undergraduate Information Session
April 12, 2024, 11:30am - 12:30pm


	Apr19
Engineering and Computer Science Undergraduate Information Session
April 19, 2024, 11:30am - 12:30pm
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UWM Report



	[image: ]UWM alum Satya Nadella marks 10 years leading MicrosoftFebruary 27, 2024

	[image: ]For these couples, love bloomed at UWMFebruary 13, 2024
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